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an essential text this is a fully updated second edition of a classic now in two volumes it provides rapid access to

information on molecular pharmacology for research scientists clinicians and advanced students with the a z

format of over 2 000 entries around 350 authors provide a complete reference to the area of molecular

pharmacology the book combines the knowledge of classic pharmacology with the more recent approach of the

precise analysis of the molecular mechanisms by which drugs exert their effects short keyword entries define

common acronyms terms and phrases in addition detailed essays provide in depth information on drugs cellular

processes molecular targets techniques molecular mechanisms and general principles this is the perfect

pharmacology textbook for medical and pharmacy students the book was developed on the 30 year experience

of the author as pharmacology professor in the united states and germany the book discusses the most

important drugs 400 in the context of relevant diseases summary tables and schemes mcq exam questions case

studies and a list of drugs aid memorization of the material before an exam all chapters are written in the same

concise style and use a modern and precise pharmacological nomenclature after reading of the book the student

will be able to critically assess the proper use of the most important drugs and advise patients properly the

didactic concept of the book has been developed on the author s own pharmacology courses for which he has

received numerous teaching awards the book takes advantage of the learning spiral in which material is

presented repeatedly from various angles this book is an adaptation for an international audience of the german

textbook basiswissen pharmakologie 2018 isbn 978 3 662 56303 8 this detailed book explores protocols for a

wide array of preclinical pharmacology and toxicology evaluations to be applied to chemical drugs and their

development through in vitro involving tissues and cell lines and in vivo models using animals as experimental

systems utilized to conduct pharmacological research written for the springer protocols handbooks series the

methodologies included in this collection have been standardized by the authors through extensive use in the lab

so that they are ready to be applied in the labs of readers around the world authoritative and practical bioassays

in experimental and preclinical pharmacology aims to assist undergraduate and postgraduate students research

scholars scientists and other academicians performing research in the vital field of drug discovery the purpose of

this dictionary is to provide a convenient and affordable personal desk reference resource the authors who have

many years experience in pharmacological research teaching and editing recognized a need for a single up to

date volume encompassing material that hitherto could be gathered only from a well stocked library this book

comprises two main sections an a z listing of drugs and their properties and a descriptive glossary of technical
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terms the level and scope of this reference material will make it essential for pharmacologists and medicinal

chemists from the graduate student to established worker it should also be valuable to workers in allied

biomedical disciplines such as biochemistry and physiology medical students and science writers and editors

scope the dictionary is centred on pharmacologically active agents workers in drug related disciplines need to

correctly identify individual agents from an arsenal of pharmacologically active compounds each with a number of

alternative drug names according to the country or naming convention pharmacological biotechnology is applied

to and used to study drug development working mechanisms diagnosis and therapies this textbook covers the

whole range of experiments related to pharmacology it also contains basic laboratory safety guidelines along with

the basic calculations and formulas used in a laboratory each chapter starts with an introduction theory into the

basic approach followed by detailed methods sections with easy to follow protocols and comprehensive

troubleshooting calculations and possible questions for examination the target group is researchers who are

studying pharmacological biotechnology in the laboratory space pharmacology is a review of the current

knowledge regarding the use of pharmaceuticals during spaceflights it is a comprehensive review of the literature

addressing each area of pharmacokinetics and each major physiological system in turn every section begins with

a topic overview and is followed by a discussion of published data from spaceflight and from ground experiments

meant to model the spaceflight situation includes a discussion looking forward to the new medical challenges we

are likely to face on longer duration exploration missions this book is a snapshot of our current knowledge that

also highlights areas of unknown the adme encyclopedia covers pharmacokinetic phenomena absorption

distribution metabolism and excretion processes and their relationship with the design of pharmaceutical carriers

and the success of drug therapies it covers both basic and advanced knowledge serving as introductory material

for students of biomedical careers and also as reference updated material for graduates and professionals

working in any field related to pharmaceutical sciences medicine pharmaceutical technology materials science

medicinal chemistry structured as alphabetically ordered entries with cross references the encyclopedia not only

provides basic knowledge on adme processes but also detailed entries on some advanced subjects such as drug

transporters last generation pharmaceutical carriers pharmacogenomics personalized medicine bioequivalence

studies biowaivers biopharmaceuticals gene delivery pharmacometrics pharmacokinetic drug interactions or in

silico and in vitro assessment of adme properties this volume connects current ideas and concepts about sleep

functions and circadian rhythms with the search for novel target selective sleep wake therapeutics to do so it

provides a timely state of the art overview of sleep wake mechanisms in health and disease ongoing

developments in drug discovery and their prospects for the clinical treatment of sleep disordered patients it

particularly focuses on the concept that sleep and wakefulness mutually affect each other and the future

therapeutic interventions with either sleep or wake promoting agents that are expected to not only improve the

quality of sleep but also the waking behavior cognition mood and other sleep associated physiological functions

the chapter sleep physiology circadian rhythms waking performance and the development of sleep wake

therapeutics available open access under a cc by 4 0 license at link springer com this volume is a handbook
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primarily designed for scientists andtechnicians without formal pharmacokinetics pharmacodynamics pk pd

training who work in an industrial setting the book is a primarydesktop reference and contains easy to

understand guidance for pk pdissues study design and data interpretation pk pd are integralaspects for

investigating the disposition and pharmacological efficacyof drugs under various experimental and clinical

conditions this book discusses 120 types of natural small molecule drugs derived from plants they are grouped

into 7 parts according their clinical uses such as drugs for cardiovascular diseases for metabolic diseases for

neuropsychiatric diseases for immune mediated inflammatory diseases anti tumor drugs and drugs for parasites

and bacterial infection each chapter systematically summarizes one drug including its physicochemical properties

sources pharmacological effects and clinical applications to help readers understand the drug better the research

and pharmacological activity for each drug is also described which serves as a salutary lesson for future drug

development written by frontline researchers teachers and clinicians working in field of pharmacy and

pharmacology it provides an overview of natural small molecule drugs derived from plants for researchers in the

field this wide ranging work provides a complete representation of the present state of knowledge of the vascular

endothelium the volume comprises 20 chapters by experts who have made significant contributions to research

in the vascular endothelium the text discusses the structure development and function of the normal vascular

endothelium considers conditions that lead to the disruption of vascular physiology and provides a

comprehensive description of pathologies and their treatment this special volume provides up to date information

on research dealing with the regulation of the biosynthesis and degradation of cyclic gmp and with the regulation

of physiological systems by cyclic gmp the publication of this volume could not have come at a more appropriate

time with significant work in this area having led to our current understanding of the role of nitric oxide in signal

transduction and the 1998 nobel prize in medicine and physiology for furchgott murad and ignarro moreover the

introduction in early 1998 of sildenafil viagra a selective inhibitor of a cyclic gmp phosphodiesterase for the

treatment of erectile dysfunction in men represents the first successful therapeutic application of an agent

designed to alter the activity of a molecular target in a cyclic gmp pathway effective drug administration is a

crucial skill for any practitioner working in the critical care unit this book in providing a concise account of the

fundamental principles of pharmacology and pharmacokinetics equips the critical care physician for such a task

in addition to the principles of pharmacology and pharmacokinetics this volume alerts the reader to factors that

affect drug action such as disease pregnancy and age and advises on how to adjust drug dosages accordingly

the specialist therapeutics covered comprise drugs targeting the gastro intestinal tract sedation non opioid

analgesia and opiates a quick and easy reference this volume will prove a valuable asset for both trainees and

fully qualified practitioners in critical care if you have ever wondered when visiting the pharmacy how the dosage

of your prescription is determined this book will answer your questions dosing information on drug labels is

based on discussion between the pharmaceutical manufacturer and the drug regulatory agency and the label is a

summary of results obtained from many scientific experiments the book introduces the drug development process

the design and the analysis of clinical trials many of the discussions are based on applications of statistical
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methods in the design and analysis of dose response studies important procedural steps from a pharmaceutical

industry perspective are also examined reactive oxygen species ros have been implicated in almost every human

disease phenotype without much if any therapeutic consequence foremost exemplified by the failure of the so

called anti oxidants this book is a game changer for the field and many clinical areas such as cardiology and

neurology the term oxidative stress is abandoned and replaced with a systems medicine and network

pharmacology based mechanistic approach to disease the ros related drugs discussed here target either ros

forming or ros modifying enzymes for which there is strong clinical evidence in addition ros targets are included

as they jointly participate in causal mechanisms of disease this approach is transforming the ros field and

represents a breakthrough in redox medicine indicating a path to patient benefit in the coming years more targets

and drugs may be discovered but the approach will remain the same and this book will thus become and for

many years remain the leading reference for rosopathies and their treatment by network pharmacology chapter

soluble guanylate cyclase stimulators and activators is available open access under a creative commons

attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com here is a broad overview of the central topics and issues

in psychopharmacology biological psychiatry and behavioral neurosciences with information about developments

in the field including novel drugs and technologies the more than 2000 entries are written by leading experts in

pharmacology and psychiatry and comprise in depth essays illustrated with full color figures and are presented in

a lucid style presents current information on the molecular mechanisms of drug action provides 159 essays

describing groups of drugs and drug targets several essays deal with general principles of pharmacology such as

drug tolerance drug addiction or drug metabolism the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of several drugs

is expected to be known to clinicians and researchers at all times with advances in sciences and development of

newer drugs very frequently it is very important to keep your knowledge updated at all times this title is a quick

guide to researchers and clinicians for a quick reference the title is also a vital resource for all streams of

neurosciences neuroanesthesia and neurointensive care and is much different from a conventional pharmacology

titles being more reader friendly and to the point facilitated with numerous flowcharts and algorithms with each

chapter being prepared in a standard structured manner this two volume handbook directed at medical

professionals and students who are involved in developing the space industry or are academicians doing

research in this area covers current pharmaceutical knowledge about the difference in medication efficacy in

space versus on earth and includes trial results and best practices for the space research and travel industry the

well known contributors come from an interdisciplinary background and address all aspects of the subject from

the physiological impact of spaceflight to the effects of radiation as the commercial space industry expands its

operations in industry and tourism the field of space pharmaceuticals is growing commensurately existing

pharmacological research from space is thoroughly covered in this book and earth applications are also

described potential pharmacological solutions are posed along with the known challenges and examples from

existing studies which are detailed at length this major reference work is a comprehensive and important medical

resource for all space industry players this book gathers together chemical ideas which are important for
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understanding how drugs act and how new drugs may be developed students meet some of these ideas in

courses in chemistry biochemistry and pharmacology but in my experience they find it difficult to put together

information often acquired in different years and from different departments they need it set out in a book i

believe also that it helps if they can see how these ideas may be applied to numerical problems so i have

included examples with answers many of which are taken from research work these should therefore provide a

chance for the student both to test his or her own understanding and to see the sort of results which form the

bricks of which any experimental science is made in all the problems the arithmetic takes less than ten minutes

with a small calculator which has exponential functions and logarithms
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Principles in General Pharmacology

1988-09-12

an essential text this is a fully updated second edition of a classic now in two volumes it provides rapid access to

information on molecular pharmacology for research scientists clinicians and advanced students with the a z

format of over 2 000 entries around 350 authors provide a complete reference to the area of molecular

pharmacology the book combines the knowledge of classic pharmacology with the more recent approach of the

precise analysis of the molecular mechanisms by which drugs exert their effects short keyword entries define

common acronyms terms and phrases in addition detailed essays provide in depth information on drugs cellular

processes molecular targets techniques molecular mechanisms and general principles

Methods in Pharmacology

1971

this is the perfect pharmacology textbook for medical and pharmacy students the book was developed on the 30

year experience of the author as pharmacology professor in the united states and germany the book discusses

the most important drugs 400 in the context of relevant diseases summary tables and schemes mcq exam

questions case studies and a list of drugs aid memorization of the material before an exam all chapters are

written in the same concise style and use a modern and precise pharmacological nomenclature after reading of

the book the student will be able to critically assess the proper use of the most important drugs and advise

patients properly the didactic concept of the book has been developed on the author s own pharmacology

courses for which he has received numerous teaching awards the book takes advantage of the learning spiral in

which material is presented repeatedly from various angles this book is an adaptation for an international

audience of the german textbook basiswissen pharmakologie 2018 isbn 978 3 662 56303 8

Encyclopedia of Molecular Pharmacology

2008-08-14

this detailed book explores protocols for a wide array of preclinical pharmacology and toxicology evaluations to

be applied to chemical drugs and their development through in vitro involving tissues and cell lines and in vivo

models using animals as experimental systems utilized to conduct pharmacological research written for the

springer protocols handbooks series the methodologies included in this collection have been standardized by the

authors through extensive use in the lab so that they are ready to be applied in the labs of readers around the

world authoritative and practical bioassays in experimental and preclinical pharmacology aims to assist
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undergraduate and postgraduate students research scholars scientists and other academicians performing

research in the vital field of drug discovery

General Pharmacology

2012-12-06

the purpose of this dictionary is to provide a convenient and affordable personal desk reference resource the

authors who have many years experience in pharmacological research teaching and editing recognized a need

for a single up to date volume encompassing material that hitherto could be gathered only from a well stocked

library this book comprises two main sections an a z listing of drugs and their properties and a descriptive

glossary of technical terms the level and scope of this reference material will make it essential for

pharmacologists and medicinal chemists from the graduate student to established worker it should also be

valuable to workers in allied biomedical disciplines such as biochemistry and physiology medical students and

science writers and editors scope the dictionary is centred on pharmacologically active agents workers in drug

related disciplines need to correctly identify individual agents from an arsenal of pharmacologically active

compounds each with a number of alternative drug names according to the country or naming convention

Basic Knowledge of Pharmacology

2019-07-19

pharmacological biotechnology is applied to and used to study drug development working mechanisms diagnosis

and therapies this textbook covers the whole range of experiments related to pharmacology it also contains basic

laboratory safety guidelines along with the basic calculations and formulas used in a laboratory each chapter

starts with an introduction theory into the basic approach followed by detailed methods sections with easy to

follow protocols and comprehensive troubleshooting calculations and possible questions for examination the

target group is researchers who are studying pharmacological biotechnology in the laboratory

Encyclopedia of Molecular Pharmacology

2008

space pharmacology is a review of the current knowledge regarding the use of pharmaceuticals during

spaceflights it is a comprehensive review of the literature addressing each area of pharmacokinetics and each

major physiological system in turn every section begins with a topic overview and is followed by a discussion of

published data from spaceflight and from ground experiments meant to model the spaceflight situation includes a
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discussion looking forward to the new medical challenges we are likely to face on longer duration exploration

missions this book is a snapshot of our current knowledge that also highlights areas of unknown

Bioassays in Experimental and Preclinical Pharmacology

2021

the adme encyclopedia covers pharmacokinetic phenomena absorption distribution metabolism and excretion

processes and their relationship with the design of pharmaceutical carriers and the success of drug therapies it

covers both basic and advanced knowledge serving as introductory material for students of biomedical careers

and also as reference updated material for graduates and professionals working in any field related to

pharmaceutical sciences medicine pharmaceutical technology materials science medicinal chemistry structured

as alphabetically ordered entries with cross references the encyclopedia not only provides basic knowledge on

adme processes but also detailed entries on some advanced subjects such as drug transporters last generation

pharmaceutical carriers pharmacogenomics personalized medicine bioequivalence studies biowaivers

biopharmaceuticals gene delivery pharmacometrics pharmacokinetic drug interactions or in silico and in vitro

assessment of adme properties

Concise Dictionary of Pharmacological Agents

2012-12-06

this volume connects current ideas and concepts about sleep functions and circadian rhythms with the search for

novel target selective sleep wake therapeutics to do so it provides a timely state of the art overview of sleep

wake mechanisms in health and disease ongoing developments in drug discovery and their prospects for the

clinical treatment of sleep disordered patients it particularly focuses on the concept that sleep and wakefulness

mutually affect each other and the future therapeutic interventions with either sleep or wake promoting agents

that are expected to not only improve the quality of sleep but also the waking behavior cognition mood and other

sleep associated physiological functions the chapter sleep physiology circadian rhythms waking performance and

the development of sleep wake therapeutics available open access under a cc by 4 0 license at link springer

com

General Pharmacology

1937-01-01

this volume is a handbook primarily designed for scientists andtechnicians without formal pharmacokinetics
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pharmacodynamics pk pd training who work in an industrial setting the book is a primarydesktop reference and

contains easy to understand guidance for pk pdissues study design and data interpretation pk pd are

integralaspects for investigating the disposition and pharmacological efficacyof drugs under various experimental

and clinical conditions

Reviews of Physiology

1972-12-11

this book discusses 120 types of natural small molecule drugs derived from plants they are grouped into 7 parts

according their clinical uses such as drugs for cardiovascular diseases for metabolic diseases for

neuropsychiatric diseases for immune mediated inflammatory diseases anti tumor drugs and drugs for parasites

and bacterial infection each chapter systematically summarizes one drug including its physicochemical properties

sources pharmacological effects and clinical applications to help readers understand the drug better the research

and pharmacological activity for each drug is also described which serves as a salutary lesson for future drug

development written by frontline researchers teachers and clinicians working in field of pharmacy and

pharmacology it provides an overview of natural small molecule drugs derived from plants for researchers in the

field

Methods in Pharmacology

2014-01-15

this wide ranging work provides a complete representation of the present state of knowledge of the vascular

endothelium the volume comprises 20 chapters by experts who have made significant contributions to research

in the vascular endothelium the text discusses the structure development and function of the normal vascular

endothelium considers conditions that lead to the disruption of vascular physiology and provides a

comprehensive description of pathologies and their treatment

Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology

1977

this special volume provides up to date information on research dealing with the regulation of the biosynthesis

and degradation of cyclic gmp and with the regulation of physiological systems by cyclic gmp the publication of

this volume could not have come at a more appropriate time with significant work in this area having led to our

current understanding of the role of nitric oxide in signal transduction and the 1998 nobel prize in medicine and
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physiology for furchgott murad and ignarro moreover the introduction in early 1998 of sildenafil viagra a selective

inhibitor of a cyclic gmp phosphodiesterase for the treatment of erectile dysfunction in men represents the first

successful therapeutic application of an agent designed to alter the activity of a molecular target in a cyclic gmp

pathway

General Pharmacology

2013-12-20

effective drug administration is a crucial skill for any practitioner working in the critical care unit this book in

providing a concise account of the fundamental principles of pharmacology and pharmacokinetics equips the

critical care physician for such a task in addition to the principles of pharmacology and pharmacokinetics this

volume alerts the reader to factors that affect drug action such as disease pregnancy and age and advises on

how to adjust drug dosages accordingly the specialist therapeutics covered comprise drugs targeting the gastro

intestinal tract sedation non opioid analgesia and opiates a quick and easy reference this volume will prove a

valuable asset for both trainees and fully qualified practitioners in critical care

Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology

1999

if you have ever wondered when visiting the pharmacy how the dosage of your prescription is determined this

book will answer your questions dosing information on drug labels is based on discussion between the

pharmaceutical manufacturer and the drug regulatory agency and the label is a summary of results obtained from

many scientific experiments the book introduces the drug development process the design and the analysis of

clinical trials many of the discussions are based on applications of statistical methods in the design and analysis

of dose response studies important procedural steps from a pharmaceutical industry perspective are also

examined

A Practical Guide to Pharmacological Biotechnology

2019-03-25

reactive oxygen species ros have been implicated in almost every human disease phenotype without much if any

therapeutic consequence foremost exemplified by the failure of the so called anti oxidants this book is a game

changer for the field and many clinical areas such as cardiology and neurology the term oxidative stress is

abandoned and replaced with a systems medicine and network pharmacology based mechanistic approach to
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disease the ros related drugs discussed here target either ros forming or ros modifying enzymes for which there

is strong clinical evidence in addition ros targets are included as they jointly participate in causal mechanisms of

disease this approach is transforming the ros field and represents a breakthrough in redox medicine indicating a

path to patient benefit in the coming years more targets and drugs may be discovered but the approach will

remain the same and this book will thus become and for many years remain the leading reference for

rosopathies and their treatment by network pharmacology chapter soluble guanylate cyclase stimulators and

activators is available open access under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via link

springer com

Handbuch der experimentellen Pharmakologie

2014-04-18

here is a broad overview of the central topics and issues in psychopharmacology biological psychiatry and

behavioral neurosciences with information about developments in the field including novel drugs and

technologies the more than 2000 entries are written by leading experts in pharmacology and psychiatry and

comprise in depth essays illustrated with full color figures and are presented in a lucid style

Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology

2014-03-12

presents current information on the molecular mechanisms of drug action provides 159 essays describing groups

of drugs and drug targets several essays deal with general principles of pharmacology such as drug tolerance

drug addiction or drug metabolism

Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology

2012-03-18

the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of several drugs is expected to be known to clinicians and

researchers at all times with advances in sciences and development of newer drugs very frequently it is very

important to keep your knowledge updated at all times this title is a quick guide to researchers and clinicians for

a quick reference the title is also a vital resource for all streams of neurosciences neuroanesthesia and

neurointensive care and is much different from a conventional pharmacology titles being more reader friendly and

to the point facilitated with numerous flowcharts and algorithms with each chapter being prepared in a standard

structured manner
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Space Pharmacology

2006-04-11

this two volume handbook directed at medical professionals and students who are involved in developing the

space industry or are academicians doing research in this area covers current pharmaceutical knowledge about

the difference in medication efficacy in space versus on earth and includes trial results and best practices for the

space research and travel industry the well known contributors come from an interdisciplinary background and

address all aspects of the subject from the physiological impact of spaceflight to the effects of radiation as the

commercial space industry expands its operations in industry and tourism the field of space pharmaceuticals is

growing commensurately existing pharmacological research from space is thoroughly covered in this book and

earth applications are also described potential pharmacological solutions are posed along with the known

challenges and examples from existing studies which are detailed at length this major reference work is a

comprehensive and important medical resource for all space industry players

Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology 124

2022-06-14

this book gathers together chemical ideas which are important for understanding how drugs act and how new

drugs may be developed students meet some of these ideas in courses in chemistry biochemistry and

pharmacology but in my experience they find it difficult to put together information often acquired in different

years and from different departments they need it set out in a book i believe also that it helps if they can see

how these ideas may be applied to numerical problems so i have included examples with answers many of

which are taken from research work these should therefore provide a chance for the student both to test his or

her own understanding and to see the sort of results which form the bricks of which any experimental science is

made in all the problems the arithmetic takes less than ten minutes with a small calculator which has exponential

functions and logarithms

The ADME Encyclopedia

1985-08-31

Drug Metabolism and Disposition

1999-03-03
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Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology

2019-09-03

Sleep-Wake Neurobiology and Pharmacology

2001-12-31

Handbook of Essential Pharmacokinetics, Pharmacodynamics and Drug

Metabolism for Industrial Scientists

2014-03-12

Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology 103

2018-11-19

Natural Small Molecule Drugs from Plants

2006-09-06

The Vascular Endothelium I

2014-10-08

Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology

2010-07-06

Pharmacology & Pharmacokinetics

2006-12-29
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Dose Finding in Drug Development

1994

Pharmacokinetics of Drugs

2021-02-23

Reactive Oxygen Species

2010-07-31

Encyclopedia of Psychopharmacology

1980-09-30

Neurological Clinical Pharmacology

2004

Encyclopedic Reference of Molecular Pharmacology

2020-10-29

Pharmacology in Clinical Neurosciences

2022-05-08

Handbook of Space Pharmaceuticals

1975-03-01
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Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology

1979-01-04

Quantitative Aspects of Chemical Pharmacology
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